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Chapter 3516-3517

Seeing Kobayashi Jiro’s face full of tears, Charlie patted his shoulder lightly, and said earnestly: “Jiro,
work hard here, Don Albert and I will not treat you badly.”

Kobayashi Jiro bowed gratefully and choked his mouth: “Mr. wade! Thank you! I will! I will definitely
work hard! I will never disappoint you and don ! Please rest assured!”

Seeing Kobayashi Jiro keep bowing, Charlie flicked his unkempt long hair back and forth, and smiled
satisfied: “Not bad, not bad, I have already felt your sincerity.”

After speaking, he looked at Don Albert and blurted out: “Don Albert, give Jiro a pocket allowance of
2,000 yuan. If Jiro wants to eat or drink, you can arrange for someone to buy it for him. These two
thousand dollars are deducted, as long as the things you buy don’t violate the principle, it’s okay!”

Don Albert smiled and said, “Good Master wade!”

After that, Don Albert looked at Jiro Kobayashi and asked him: “Jiro, Master will give you a bonus of
two thousand yuan. Look at what you want, and I will arrange for someone to buy it back for you.”

Kobayashi Jiro was very excited and said excitedly: “Thank you so much, Mr. wade, and thank you,
Lord … I… I want two cigarettes… I want some clean underwear… I want something sweet. snack……”

Speaking of this, Kobayashi Jiro lowered his head, his voice also became like words, and said in a low
voice: “Um…I…I still want to…I want some adults…magazines that adults read…”

When Don Albert heard this, he laughed and said: “Jiro, look at you, you are such an adult, what else is
embarrassing to say? Don’t worry, I will arrange everything for you!”

Kobayashi Jiro burst into tears again, and said excitedly: “Thank you Mr. Wade thank you Don
Albertye!”

…

In the depths of Kobayashi Jiro’s heart, he couldn’t help but be grateful to Charlie.

Several of Don Albert’s men had already carried the heavy red carpet and came to the “room” where
James and others lived.

The so-called room is just a cage made of steel with the thick of a thumb.

There are ten such steel cages in each row.

There is no privacy in living here, because there is only a steel fence between each other. Anyone who
puts a stinky fart can spread from the east to the west.

Therefore, when Zayne first came in, he saw all the people living in it at a glance.



Among them, there is his Sepi brother, James.

James, who was originally very obese, lost more than 20 catties of meat during this period. Although
his life is hard, his complexion looks good. Even the original severe fatty liver is estimated to have
disappeared.

When he first came in, James really broke down. He is generally a favorite of heaven, and he has been
pampered since he was a child. How can he experience this kind of life?

But after a long time, I gradually got used to everything.

Steve and Walter, father and son, have also become accustomed to the way of life here. Although they
are still unhappy in their hearts, they have been able to accept their fate on the whole.

At this time, when everyone saw Don Albert’s subordinates began to spread a long red carpet in the
corridor, everyone couldn’t help but be surprised.

These men turned around after laying the red carpet. James couldn’t help standing up when he saw
this. Across the steel fence, he smiled and said, “Oh, this is about to have a new neighbor again!”

After speaking, he looked at Walter’s father Steve in the next room and asked, “Hey, will he be a
relative from your family again?”

Steve gave him a white look, and said dissatisfied: “Why are my relatives again? Can’t they be from
your Banks Family?”

James said with a smile: “Hurt! Our Banks Family is in a different situation from yours. Under normal
circumstances, how can our Banks Family be caught by that surname Wade? After all, our family is the
first family in China, and the surnameWade did not recognize it. The ancestor is a landlord of Aurous
Hill, he is a fart.”

Steve couldn’t help asking, “How come you become a neighbor with me when you are so good?”

James waved his hand: “It’s not that I was too careless when I came to Aurous Hill. The sheep entered
the tiger’s mouth! The surnameWade has many minions in Aurous Hill. I got into his lair by accident.”

While speaking, James said again: “And I’m honest, it’s impossible for my Lao Tzu and my family to
rescue me. I was caught by the surname Wade and recorded a video that was very unfriendly to my dad.
I guess he killed him. I have my heart, how could I send someone to save me, but you, you came in to
save your son, maybe your family has sent someone to save you again.”

Steve became nervous when he heard this.

He was here to find his son Walter, but Charlie caught him.

James’s ridiculous remark hit his heart all at once.

Thinking of this, he couldn’t help whispering softly: “If it’s bad, it’s really from our Hogwitz family…”

The weak Walter was lying on the hospital bed and couldn’t help but choked up: “Dad, if it’s really
from our family, who do you think it will be…”

“I don’t know!” Steve shook his head and said, “As long as it’s not your mother, anyone can do it, it’s
better to be your grandmother…”



Walter said in surprise: “Ah? Why is it best to be my grandmother?”

Steve said with a cold face: “In our family, only your grandma is a direct family member of the
Rothschild family. You and I disappeared in Aurous Hill. The Rothschild family will not take it to heart,
but if your grandma is in Aurous Hill is missing, the Rothschild family will take care of it! In that case,
we will be saved!”

James is relatively familiar with Steve and Walter and his son these days. Hearing this, he couldn’t help
but said with a look of expectation: “Old history, if it is really your mother, then Rothschild The family
is here to save you, don’t forget to save me too!”

James sees the current situation more clearly.

The first thing he knew was that the Banks Family couldn’t spend all their energy to find himself. After
all, the old man was always selfish, and there was a big brother Zayne in front of him. They would
definitely not waste time and energy for themselves.

So, if you want to be rescued in this situation, the only way is to follow Steve.

Although Steve Hogwitz is not a top-notch rich man, his actual financial resources are tens of
thousands of miles worse than that of the Banks Family, but who is related to the Rothschild family?

If the Rothschild family is willing to take care of him, with the strength of the Rothschild family,
finding such a kennel should not be a problem in his opinion.

When the Rothschild family sees their distant relatives being locked into the kennel, they will
definitely feel that their faces are lost. When they become angry, it is reasonable to take the kennel
completely away.

In that way, he could be rescued too.

But when he was sitting in his dream of being rescued, at the end of the corridor, several Don Albert’s
men ran over with a hand-drawn firework tube.

Immediately afterwards, a man slowly approached, holding a handful of plastic flowers under the close
doubles of two men in black.

James couldn’t help muttering in a low voice, “Bouhua, this buddy, looks a bit familiar…”

After speaking, he quickly rubbed his eyes, and after the other party got closer, he took a closer look.
He almost didn’t stare out his eyes: “Big…Big brother?!”
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